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Baidu Browser (previously Baidu Spark Browser) is a Chromium-based web browser, the same Google Chrome navigation tool. Attractive design, removable leather, good integration with Facebook and video download feature make the Baidu browser worth a try. Like Chrome, but with more functionality If you take Chrome, add some interesting features and edit the design, the
result will be Baidu Browser. The software includes a sidebar that gives you quick access to bookmarks and downloads, scaling to increase or decrease Facebook pages and gadgets, allowing you to see real time in your social flow. The Baidu browser allows you to use mouse gestures to perform specific actions, such as changing, closing, or opening a new tab, or moving back
and forth. There are dozens of gestures, all explained in the Tools tab in Settings. However, you cannot create new custom gestures. The Baidu Browser interface also provides a Media button that allows you to download videos from the page you are viewing. Another useful feature allows you to turn off the volume in all tabs, a useful feature when you have multiple tabs open and
do not know where the annoying sound comes from. As in Chrome, in Baidu Browser, you can access the network of the most visited sites when you open a new blank tab (New tab). Finally, Baidu Browser includes features for taking screenshots. You can trim part of the page or the entire screen. In addition, it integrates some basic tools for editing images or adding text, colors,
and other features. Created for you, the interface is about the same as Chrome, but with a more youthful design. If blue power (default color) is not your hobby, do not worry, Baidu Browser includes some other interfaces that you can choose on the button next to the tab bar. The rest of the sidebar can be turned on or off as desired. Buttons for taking screenshots or downloading
videos are clearly visible on the side of the address bar. Surprising browser in general, Baidu Browser is a very successful browser. Integration on Facebook works well, and tiưn dưng phiưn duyǝt internet. Các tính năng tảng tả cuống video và chưp ành màn hìn hình rất hữu ích và luôn ở trong tưm t Cắ chưng sưng cưn cưn duyǝt. Cuối cùng, Baidu Browser là giả pháp được
khuyến nghị những người những người tìm kiếm mộtả gii pháp thay thế hợp lệ cho Firefo x , Internet Explorer và Chrome phổ biến . No kho không chưn bạn mất bất cư điǝu vưn nghiǝm lưưt lưưt web trưc trưc tuyưn cưa phư kiưn để thưc sư bạn. 43.22.1000.436 December 3rd, 2015 43.21.1000.275 Oct 27th, 2015 43.20.1000.205 October 13, 2015 43.19.1000.90 Aug. 2015
40.15.1000.73 March 18th, 2015 A robust, flexible and customizable browser Fast, Chrome-based browser download videos from YouTube with just two clicks! Use your computer's Playstation 3 controllers Quickly, easily and cleanly web browsing from Google Do you want them to cheat on your video games? Give internet access to those who are uninhibied by it. Your best
choice for Baidu Spark Security internet browser is an alternative browser that you can use to browse the web without worrying about compromising your privacy or security along the way. The interface is similar to Chrome, so you won't have much trouble finding your way, and the connection is usually fast, despite additional security measures. Specialized tools for professionals:
There are a set of special tools located at the top of the interface that you can use to quickly access these features. Options include Downloading media, downloading torrents, capturing region screen, Open Downloads Manager, and Account Protection, which stores the current sign-in information for later use. Security features: This browser comes with a built-in virus scanning
program to keep you from downloading something that's potentially harmful. It also has Adware Block to minimize unwanted intrusions while browsing, and an additional security line that prevents other programs from changing your existing security and privacy settings. Against responsiveness: The links that clicked through this browser didn't always respond for the first time. To
load the youtube videos, it slowed down a little longer than they loaded through Chrome, and some of them didn't react at all. Bottom Line Baidu Spark Security is a good browser option to try if you're concerned about your computer's security or the protection of your personal data. There were some errors during testing, so you may not want to use it for all your online needs. But
it's free and it's a good tool to have available for use with particularly sensitive tasks. Baidu browser latest version File-downloaders.com | Download Baidu for Windows 10, 8, 7 – Baidu browser for Windows latest version for Windows PC 10, 8, 7 (32-bit and 64-bit) free download. Like various other web browsers, Baidu Browser additionally has a functioning system similar to web
browsers for those of you who intend to browse the internet. Since it was developed by a company in China, this software is a satisfaction for Asia. Previously, this browser was called Baidu Spark Browser, which in the next advance was called Baidu Browser. Download Baidu Browser for Windows Name: Baidu Browser License: Free version: 43.23 Latest version publisher
website: User rating: Operating system: Windows (32-bit and 64-bit) Download Here Baidu Browser is a browser developed by multinational company Baidu and released to the public in 2011. There are some differences that make it not just a Chromium-based browser that matches what google chrome does. In terms of appeal, it still does not meet the requirements of other
competitors such as Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, but this web browser has several advantages. Some celebrations also think of Baidu Browser to have a 30% higher degree contrasts with other web browsers. In improvement, this browser also bears little resemblance to Google Chrome, especially in terms of appearance. Another advantage that we can manage the use of
Baidu Browser is the schedule of favorite sites that you can access directly on the main page. Like Google Chrome, the Baidu Browser interface is quite charming, you can also change the skin as you wish. There is also a download feature integrated into by Baidu Browser, which is the default Download Manager, so you do not have to have problems installing unique
downloadable software. Another main feature is screenshots directly from the browser. You can additionally tailor the home page as desired, including faster ways for your favorite websites. With all these advantages, it is natural that Baidu Browser has exactly the same competitive capabilities as other web browsers. In addition, the Baidu Browser developer will also remain to
increase its features and performance. Baidu Browser for Windows Latest Baidu Browser Basic features Online search engine Baidu Browser originates from a business that also creates baidu online search engine still one-of-a-kind in this browser has only 3 online search engines, namely Google, Bing and Yahoo. All three are available through the search box next to the address
bar. Individuals can also search using the address bar. Screen Capture Since Baidu Browser has actually given its own devices, individuals do not need to use other software like PicPick to make screenshots in the browser. With this tool can save the entire web page. Another alternative for capturing is the screen capture area, which can be used to catch the swipe and discard the
screen. Download Manager When there are documents to download, Baidu Browser displays a dialog box that contains file information. The information includes the name of the documents, the size of the data, the storage folder, and a special notification as to whether the data is secure to download. After clicking the Download button in the dialog box, the download process will
surely begin. The procedure can be translucent to the download icon located on the toolbar. The symbol will certainly display a download manager window that includes all downloads that are in development if they clicked. Computer Mouse Activity There are 14 activities that are energetic by default, so they can be used immediately. Each of these movements cannot be
transformed and turned on, but is enough for daily search needs. Some are moves to refresh the webpage, return to the previous webpage, close tabs and gestures to resume tabs you just closed. He was one of the first users in the computer browser industry to remain relevant over the years. Although the user base of the browser is highly localized, it holds firmly to an addicted
booming user base in China.The latest version of the browser presents customizable tiles of favorite and recently browsing websites on the homepage, which gives users a click on favorite sites. In addition, the user can choose from different skins to customize the appearance and feel of the browser exactly as you want. Besides the above, the browser has many unique features
that make it popular with its users. It has a built-in torrent search function, allows the user to download and profile pleasant video and audio through the multimedia download tool, built-in media player and much more. Its fast speed, which executes links faster and makes the page faster, is an attribute of Spark's proprietary core, which facilitates the quick response of any browser
command. Baidu Browser is licensed as free for PC or laptop with Windows 32 bit and 64 bit operating system. It is in the browser category and is available to all users of the software as a free download. Download.
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